Download Best Resume Templates Examples
Resume Templates Find the perfect resume template. Resume Examples See perfect resume samples that get
jobs. Resume Format Pick the right resume format for your situation.
The templates are available in Photoshop and Illustrator formats, and it’s a simple way to get a collection of
some of the best resume templates all in a single place. Unique Resume & CV Template If you’re a creative or
someone who works with art, this template will be perfect for your resume.
After you’ve selected the best resume template for your needs, remember, there is another key piece in your
resume package; the cover letter. Fortunately, we have hundreds of cover letter templates, as well as a free guide
entitled How to Write a Cover Letter .
Functional Resumes As opposed to work history, functional resumes lean towards a candidate’s skills,
education and experiences. This is the option for candidates who have gaps in their work history or are in the
process of changing careers.
Instead of sweating over your resume building, you can use a ready-made solution that looks professional,
stylish, and eye-catching. Check out my exclusive set of printable resume templates 2019.
But have no fear—that's what resume templates are for. Whatever sort of resume you want—from classic and
traditional to modern and design-focused—we've gathered the best templates on the web. And with resume
template prices being anywhere from $99 to free, you're sure to find one that fits the bill.
Examples of the best resumes for job seekers, listed by type of resume, type of job seeker, occupation, and
industry, with tips for choosing which to use.
Best Sales Resume: Top 10 Best Sales Resume Templates [2019 Samples] "Sales are contingent upon the
attitude of the salesman – not the attitude of the prospect.” - W. Clement Stone
Back in high school and college, you learned that resume writing is one of the most important skills that you
need to have as a professional. It’s a known fact that, putting the document together is still a challenge for many
people.
When reviewing templates and examples, choose the format that is best for your situation. While all resumes
should provide information on your work and education experience, as well as your skills and accomplishments,
there are different ways to present this information.
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